How Brother International Corporation
Reinvented its Employer Brand — and
Increased Completed Applications 140%
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The
Challenge
“When it comes to job seekers, your employer brand is everything,” says Anthony Prudente, former Senior
Specialist of Employer Branding, Recruitment Marketing & Social at Brother International Corporation. He should
know. Prudente successfully led the premier provider of home office and business products through a highly
anticipated rebrand of their career site. In just three weeks, their talent analytics showed a major lift in key success
metrics — including total job seekers, page views, and completed applications — used to validate the rebrand and
their decision to choose Phenom’s AI-powered Talent Experience Management (TXM) platform in the first place.

“Brother is a fabulous company,” says Prudente, “but many
people weren’t aware of the breadth and depth of our business,
products and services.” Despite a long history of making
innovative and diverse products for homes and businesses,
most job seekers either never heard of Brother, or only loosely
associated the brand with its printers, fax machines and now
retired typewriters, he reveals. The small snippet about careers
on their corporate site was hardly doing the electronics
company justice.
Prudente needed to reach as many candidates as possible and
educate them on Brother’s unique employee value proposition,
“at your side” philosophy, and mission: to simplify and enrich the
lives of their customers, employees, and communities.
But how do you sell an employer brand with no place to
showcase it? The Brother team knew that a new and improved
career site — designed to engage passive leads and drive applies
with an easy online application process — would help build
strong talent pipelines and quality candidates.
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“Phenom’s AI is brilliant for
recruitment marketing — it
delights candidates instead
of making them feel like
they’re just another number.”
Anthony Prudente
Former Sr. Specialist, Employer Branding,
Recruitment Marketing & Social
Brother International Corporation
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The
Solution
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Determined to find what they were looking for, Prudente
began researching talent experience solution providers
that could expertly — yet quickly — equip them with a
career site and meaningful analytics that would inform
important talent marketing decisions and eventually
justify the purchase.
Prerequisites included:
•

Workday Certified Select Partner

•

Hyper-personalized career site with intelligent
search capabilities

•

CMS to easily edit and manage their
employer brand

•

Insightful talent analytics for continuous
optimization

“Phenom was the only provider that was able to do
everything we needed — nobody else really compared,”
says Prudente. And he knew that when they were ready
for their rebrand, the team could easily execute on the
Phenom TXM platform.
A big selling point was the fact that Phenom was
certified to integrate with their Workday Recruiting
ATS to provide candidates with a seamless application
experience.
In addition, the ability to manage their own content
and easily make edits to the career site without coding
knowledge was important. “Being able to maintain the
website internally was a huge piece of what sold us,”
Prudente notes.

“Phenom’s speed of
innovation is unparalleled.
Continuous enhancements
across the TXM platform
enable us to keep up with
the best in the industry.”
Anthony Prudente
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The
Results
The Phenom Career Site Brother launched is exactly what
Prudente and Brother’s Director of Talent Marketing and
Employee Engagement, Darius Smith, had in mind when
planning the rebrand. Between visuals and content, the site
impactfully articulates everything a candidate wants to know
when considering employment at a company: mission, values,
social initiatives — and of course, targeted job opportunities,
benefits, and FAQs.
“Our new career site brings our ‘at your side’ philosophy to
life, allowing us to communicate our employer brand and
attract talent to our organization in the best way possible,”
says Smith. “Now, it’s clear to see that Brother is an innovative
and forward looking company with a diverse set of products
and services,” he says.
The combination of engaging, transparent content such as
employee testimonials and videos, coupled with personalized
job recommendations and a seamless apply process is driving
traffic, engagement, and conversions across the board.
“In just three short weeks, we’re seeing a huge lift in total
job seekers, page views, completed applications, and more,”
notes Prudente. In addition, people are spending significantly
more time on Brother’s About Us and Employee Experience
pages, with only 5% leaving the career site from those pages.
“This shows us that the content on these pages is really being
consumed and keeping people interested in learning more,”
he continues.
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“Phenom is constantly innovating and
delivering solutions that matter. If you want
to attract, engage, and retain employees
while delivering an agile, authentic, and
measurable employer brand, then Phenom’s
TXM platform is the solution you need — now
and for the future.”
Anthony Prudente
In addition to using Phenom Talent Analytics to refine career site
content, Prudente is able to apply data insights to optimize apply
options for candidates. For example, Prudente noticed that a majority
of applicants for their manufacturing roles come from Indeed, rather
than LinkedIn. Although Phenom offers candidates the ability to
prefill applications by linking various social profiles, Brother was only
accommodating LinkedIn on their career site. The new information
gleaned from analytics informed their decision to give applicants the
ability to apply through their Indeed account as well. The addition of
this option decreased apply times for manufacturing applicants and is
meeting them where they feel comfortable, says Prudente.
One of the most impactful capabilities of all? Phenom Hosted Apply.
“Choosing a Workday-certified solution provider was a must,” says
Prudente. “And when we decided to run the application process through
Phenom, our conversion rates skyrocketed,” he reveals, reporting an
average application completion rate of 85% since the rebrand.”
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Speaking to the powerful AI capabilities Phenom affords Brother, Prudente
has this to say: “Phenom’s AI is brilliant for recruitment marketing — the
personalized job recommendations based on skills, interests and browsing
history, the website and chatbot remembering visitors’ names — it delights
candidates instead of making them feel like they’re just another number.”
And it’s not just job seekers who are providing positive feedback.
“Our recruiters are over the moon with the platform,” says Prudente.
“Without it, they wouldn’t be capturing any leads from the chatbot, similar
job subscriptions, or partial applications,” he explains. In addition to using
the Phenom CRM to screen passive candidates — which more than doubles
the talent pool to put in front of hiring managers, he says — they’re also
using it to proactively source for future positions. Before a position is
even posted, recruiters can quickly produce a list of qualified candidates
to contact. “This type of efficiency is extremely helpful, especially for our
higher volume positions in sales and marketing,” Prudente notes.
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Efficiency strides can also be attributed to Brother’s Phenom Chatbot “Ays”
(short for “at your side”). Since the rebrand, Brother is experiencing a 20%
lift in unique job seekers engaging with their chatbot. In addition, completed
applications from chatbot users is up from 40% to 69%.
Apparently, job seekers aren’t the only people taking advantage of the
chatbot. Prudente also noticed an uptick in users looking for customer
service and product support — and the Phenom chatbot helped guide
Brother in launching a chatbot for their corporate site.
Now, Brother’s career site is one of the only digital properties that’s not
reliant on their corporate internal platform, mentions Prudente. “To meet the
needs and expectations of today’s job seeker, we needed a platform built
specifically to deliver an exceptional candidate experience” he says.

“Phenom helped enable us
to become a leader in the
employer brand space. You
can’t put a price tag on that.”
Anthony Prudente
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Success by
the Numbers

140%

Increase in
completed applications

In just 3 weeks* since their career site
rebrand went live, Brother experienced
phenomenal results.
*there was no increase in job volume during this time

Increase in total
page views
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Increase in total
job seekers

Increase in returning
job seekers

Decrease in
apply time
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The
Future

With the rebrand behind him, Prudente can’t wait to start
leveraging Phenom Campaigns and Phenom SMS to engage
and nurture more candidates through targeted emails and SMS
messages. Considering two-thirds of Brother’s chatbot traffic
is coming from mobile, he’s eager to do more with Phenom’s
texting capabilities: “I can’t wait to see how that comes
together as we reach even more people and build out this
amazing employer brand.”
On a larger scale, Prudente sees extreme value in Phenom
Employee Experience. “I’d love to give our employees the same
experience we give candidates — and being able to track
referrals would be amazing.”
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Today, it’s clear to see Brother is an innovative and forward
looking company with a diverse set of products and services. And
Prudente drives home an important point for all employer brand
professionals:
“The truth is that when you’re hiring for one position, 99 percent
of people will walk away without the job,” he says. “But by giving
every applicant an amazing candidate experience, they won’t
forget your company or their desire to work for you if a future
opportunity arises. That’s the heart of employer branding — and
thanks to help from Phenom, we’re able to deliver.”
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Brother International Corporation has earned its reputation as a premier provider of home
office and business products, home appliances for the sewing and crafting enthusiast as
well as industrial solutions that revolutionize the way we live and work. Brother International
Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Brother Industries Ltd. With worldwide sales
exceeding $6 billion, this global manufacturer was started more than 100 years ago.
Bridgewater, New Jersey is the corporate headquarters for Brother in the Americas. It has fully
integrated sales, marketing services, manufacturing, research and development capabilities
located in the U.S. In addition to its headquarters, Brother has facilities in California, Illinois
and Tennessee, as well as subsidiaries in Canada, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Peru and Mexico.
For more information, visit www.brother.com.

Industry

Consumer Electronics

Career site

careers.brother-usa.com

Headquarters

Bridgewater, NJ

Employees

37,000+

ATS

Workday
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See the
Phenom Intelligent
Talent Experience
platform in action
Book a demo
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Candidate Experience

Employee Experience

Best-fit candidates find and choose you faster.
Attract job seekers and broaden talent pools
with personalized job recommendations and
an intelligent career site.

Employees develop their skills and evolve
their careers. Upskill, evolve, and retain
your workforce with intelligence and
personalized opportunities.

Recruiter Experience

Manager Experience

Recruiters become wildly productive.
Discover and engage top talent with AI, put
tedious tasks on autopilot, and maximize
your team’s ability to streamline workflows.

Managers build stronger-performing teams
with real-time analytics, insights, and
collaboration tools.

HR Experience

HRIS Experience

HR leaders align employee development with
company goals through an intelligent workforce
planning solution that allows them to identify
skill and competency gaps, manage career
frameworks, and identify DE&I opportunities.

HRIS teams seamlessly integrate with your HR
tech stack — including ATS, HCM, and LMS
tools — to create a holistic infrastructure.
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Helping a billion people
find the right job.
Phenom has a purpose of helping a billion people find the right job. Through AI-powered talent
experiences, employers are using Phenom to hire employees faster, develop them to their full potential,
and retain them longer. The Phenom Intelligent Talent Experience platform seamlessly connects
candidates, employees, recruiters, hiring managers, HR, and HRIS — empowering over 500 diverse
and global enterprises with innovative products including Phenom Career Site, Chatbot, CMS, CRM, AI
Scheduling, Video Assessments, Campaigns, University Recruiting, Talent Marketplace, Career Pathing,
Gigs, Mentoring, and Referrals.

